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ABSTRACT
This study was conduct to explore techniques of memorization music piece a case study
Vitm faculty of music Shah Alam . The purpose of this study to identify how music students
perceive the important memorizing, to fmd out the best way for memorizing the music piece and
to identify the benefits of memorizing techniques. For this particular study, this study will use
the quantitative method in order to gather opinions from a large group of the student in Vitm
needed regarding the specific topic of this study.The purpose of choosing this method is to gain
more information about the technique of memorization music piece used by music students.
From the fmdings, the data analyzed and discussed are classified into three sections according to
the sections divided by the researcher for the questionnaire, to answer research questions of this
study. Therefore, the fmding of this study is also categorized into these three sections which are
how do the students perceive the importance of memorizing music piece,how do the students
perform by memory and what are the benefits of memorizing music piece for the students
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
L1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
Memorizaliun is the procsss of committing something to our memory There are four 
techniques of memorization. The four Icchniques of memorization arc aural. kinesthelic. Visual 
and analysi» Aural technique of memorization is using ears to take information. pruccss ‘hat 
infurmuliun and stare it in our mind. Kinesthstic technique of memorization is more focus on 
ﬁngering position. Visual technique ofmemorizalion is more focus on imaging the ﬂow of music 
and analysis Iechnique of memorization is more focus on memorizes the melody" dynamic and 
articulation 
The funcuon ofmemunzauon 1echn1que 15 more focus on [1111l rmher than 1116 techmcal 
pan on their piece because u is important to the students to understand \he music well enough as 
memorizing music will contribute a big impact to the student in performing music. Amongst the 
main reason why some ofthe studems ﬁnd it hard to memorize their music piece is because they 
did not use the nghl technique to memorim During their practice time. this habit also can be a 
hindrance to develop their mcmorizing technique. 
Learning something and memorizing are two different and a separate process. Snmetimcs 
when the students are playing one longer piece‘ Ihey tend to forget their pans during the actual 
performance Somelimes students would not bc able to rcmcmhcr and hear the part. There may 
have many reasons ofwhy it is happcmng. The main reason IS hecausc the students only follow
